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On Gradient-Based Search for Multivariable
System Estimates
Adrian Wills and Brett Ninness, Member, IEEE

Abstract—This paper addresses the design of gradient-based
search algorithms for multivariable system estimation. In particular, the paper here considers so-called “full parametrization” approaches, and establishes that the recently developed “data-driven
local coordinate” methods can be seen as a special case within a
broader class of techniques that are designed to deal with rankdeficient Jacobians. This informs the design of a new algorithm
that, via a strategy of dynamic Jacobian rank determination, is
illustrated to offer enhanced performance.
Index Terms—Gradient-based search (GBS), parameter estimation, system identification.

I. INTRODUCTION
N THE FIELD of dynamic system identification, the socalled maximum likelihood (ML) principle and its relations,
such as prediction error (PE) techniques, play a key role. There
are several reasons for this, including the existence of a large
body of supporting theory, the very general applicability of
ML/PE methods, and their statistical optimality [2], [9], [12],
[21].
Despite these advantages of ML/PE methods, their practical
deployment is not always straightforward. This is largely due
to the nonconvex optimization problems that are often implied.
Typically, these are solved via a gradient-based search (GBS)
strategy such as a Newton or similar type method [5], [12], [21].
The success of this sort of approach depends on the curvature of the associated cost function being optimized, and this is
further dependent on the chosen system parametrization. Selecting the latter can be difficult, particularly in the multivariable
case where the cost contours resulting from natural canonical
state–space parametrizations imply poor numerical conditioning during the GBS [4], [17].
Indeed, the possibility of avoiding these parametrizationbased difficulties is one of the key reasons for the recent intense interest in state–space-subspace-based system identification (4SID) methods [10], [22], [24]. With these techniques,
every element of every matrix in the state–space model is estimated, which this paper terms a “fully parametrized” model
structure.
More recently, the use of these fully parametrized structures
has been investigated in the context of the GBS for ML/PE estimates [1], [11], [15], [18], [23]. An essential point of this paper
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is to recognize that a full parametrization is an overparametrization, but that a minimal parametrization that is (locally) linearly
related to the full parametrization can be simply derived.
These local representations have been dubbed “data-driven
local coordinates” (DDLC). Their employment reduces computational requirements, and also (usually) avoids rank deficiency
of the PE Jacobian. This simplifies the computation of search
directions. These features render DDLC-based gradient search
as a very effective means for finding ML/PE estimates of multivariable systems, and, indeed, it has become the default method
for multivariable system estimation implemented in the widely
used Matlab System Identification Toolbox [13].
This paper is also directed at the development of GBS methods for the ML/PE estimation of multivariable systems. Full
parametrizations are also employed, and attention is focused
on strategies for computing search directions that are “robust” to poor numerical conditioning and rank deficiency of the
Jacobian.
This effectively involves discarding elements of the Jacobian
matrix that lie in its own kernel. A first main result of this
paper is that if this discarding is implemented whereby a certain
fixed dimensional subspace of the Jacobian is eliminated in the
computation of a search direction, then the ensuing direction is
identical to that obtained via DDLC methods, although by quite
different means.
This result may be of independent interest in terms of providing insight into the search mechanism inherent to DDLC
techniques. However, its main significance here is in suggesting an extended approach wherein an DDLC parametrization is
used in a first stage in order to minimize computation load. A
second stage is then introduced, wherein search directions are
computed via dynamic Jacobian rank determination.
The utility of this approach is demonstrated by simulationbased empirical analysis over a range of scenarios.
II. PROBLEM SETTING
This paper considers the problem of system estimation using
the following innovations-form state–space model structure:

 
   
xt+1
A B
xt
K
(1)
=
+
vt .
C D
I
yt
ut
Here, ut ∈ Rm is the observed input, yt ∈ Rp is the observed
output, vt ∈ Rp is a zero mean independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) stochastic process that models measurement corruptions, and the state xt ∈ Rn .
In order to compute estimates, this paper will employ a full
parametrization of the system matrices in (1). Specifically, this
paper will address the estimation of a parameter vector θ ∈ Rn θ
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given as

according to



θ = [vec{A}T , vec{B}T , vec{C}T , vec{D}T , vec{K}T ]T .
(2)
Here, the vec{·} operator is one which forms a vector from a
matrix by stacking its columns on top of one another. Via this and
the innovations form of the structure (1), the steady-state mean
square optimal one-step-ahead predictor yt|t−1 (θ) associated
with a model parametrized by θ can be simply expressed as [12]:
x̂t+1|t = (A − KC)x̂t|t−1 + (B − KD)ut + Kyt
yt|t−1 (θ) = C x̂t|t−1 + Dut .

(3)

Therefore, with the assumption that {vt } is Gaussian distributed
as1
vt ∼ N (0, σ Ip ),
2

σ ∈R
2

+

L(θ, σ 2 ) = −

Np
1
log σ 2 − 2 e(θ)22 .
2
σ

Here, the PE vector e(θ) is defined as
T
 
T
T
T
(θ), . . . , yN
− yN
e(θ) = y1T − y1|0
|N −1 (θ) .

where J(θk ) denotes the Jacobian matrix

 ∂e(θ) 

J(θk ) =
.
∂θ θ =θ k

(8)

(9)

Here, according to (6) and with θi denoting the ith element in θ
 T
T
T
∂
y1|0
∂
yN
∂e(θ)
|N −1
=−
,...,
(10)
∂θi
∂θi
∂θi
where according to the model (1) and associated predictor (3)
∂
xt|t−1
∂
yt|t−1
∂C
∂D
=
x
t|t−1 + C
+
ut
∂θi
∂θi
∂θi
∂θi

(11)

where
∂
xt+1|t
∂
xt|t−1
∂
=
(A − KC)
xt|t−1 + (A − KC)
∂θi
∂θi
∂θi
+

(5)

∂
∂K
(B − KD)ut +
yt .
∂θi
∂θi

(12)

In this case, the ensuing approximation
(6)

Notice that, according to (5), there is an essential decoupling
between the estimation of σ 2 and the elements of the parameter
vector θ defined in (2). Namely, under the model structure (1),
the ML estimate θ is given as an element satisfying
θ ∈ {θ ∈ Rn θ : e(θ)2 ≤ e(θ)2 , ∀θ ∈ Rn θ }.

e(θ) ≈ e(θk ) + J(θk )(θ − θk )

(4)

and neglecting constant terms that are immaterial to the estimation process, the associated log likelihood function for the data
is given as

(7)

If the Gaussian assumption (4) is violated, then the criterion
(7) will no longer yield an ML solution. However, it will still
specify a minimum PE norm estimate that will, asymptotically
in observed data length, possess statistical properties that are
closely related to those of an ML solution [12, Ch. 9], and that
has contributed to its widespread adoption.
Balancing these attractive features, θ defined by (7) cannot
be specified in closed form due to the nonlinear dependence of
e(θ) on θ. In recognition of this, the previous work [1], [11],
[15], [18], [23] has focused on this problem of finding minima
of e(θ), and has explored a gradient search approach. This
paper is also directed at studying these methods, and seeks to
propose, analyze, and empirically substantiate effective variants
of them.
III. GRADIENT-BASED SEARCH METHODS
Gradient search strategies have long been employed in a wide
variety of system identification applications [12]. These methods are commonly motivated ([5, Ch. 10]) by the use of a linear
approximation of e(θ) about a current guess θk of a minimizer
1 The
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more general case of spatial correlation can easily be handled [18], but
at the expense of extra notation that will detract from the essential arguments to
follow.

mine(θ)2 ≈ mine(θk ) + J(θk )(θ − θk )2
θ

θ

(13)

by virtue of being affine in θ does have a solution that can be
found in closed form. However, this solution is only unique if
the Jacobian J(θk ) is of full column rank.
Both the Levenberg–Marquardt and “damped” Gauss–
Newton approaches ([5, Ch. 10], [19, Ch. 10], and [6, Ch. 6])
use the linear approximation (8) and are, undoubtedly, the most
famous gradient-based iterative search methods used in solving problem (7). Indeed, both methods involve the calculation
of a search direction p and also (e.g., in the “damped” Gauss–
Newton case) a step length α, such that the (k + 1)th iterate
θk +1 in the search for θ is found from the previous iterate θk by
θk +1 = θk + αp

(14)

where the search direction p for both methods is obtained as
p ∈ {d ∈ ∆ ⊆ Rn θ : e(θk ) + J(θk )d2
¯ 2 , ∀d¯ ∈ ∆}.
≤ e(θk ) + J(θk )d

(15)

In the Levenberg–Marquardt method, ∆ is chosen in an adaptive manner according to how well the local approximation (8)
predicts the actual algorithm performance.
Alternatively, when a “damped” Gauss–Newton technique is
used instead, the search region is taken as ∆ = Rn θ , and a
second stage is introduced to compute a step length α > 0 such
that
e(θk + αp)2 < e(θk )2 .

(16)

The update (14) is then applied for the value of α found in
this second stage, which typically starts with α = 1, and then,
reduces it (for example, by halving the previous value of α) until
(16) is satisfied.
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In both cases, it can be shown that the search direction defined
by (15) is any vector p that satisfies
[J(θk )T J(θk ) + λI]p = −J(θk )T e(θk ),

λ≥0

(17)

where λ ∈ R is taken as zero in the Gauss–Newton method,
and is some nonnegative value that ensures that p ∈ ∆ in the
Levenberg–Marquardt case.

changed value of e(θ)2 . Therefore, it seems reasonable to
restrict search directions to be orthogonal to the columns of Q.
In recognition of this, the works [1], [11], [14], [18], [23] have
suggested the use of a local coordinate structure, termed DDLC,
that is minimal in the sense that distinct points in parameter
space correspond to non–input-output equivalent systems. More
2
specifically, a vector β ∈ Rn θ −n is used to parametrized this
local coordinate system according to

IV. DDLC PARAMETRIZED SEARCH

θ(β) = θ + P β

The full parametrization (2) is an overparametrization, in that,
θ is of dimension nθ = n2 + n(m + 2p) + mp that is n2 more
than any minimal (injective) parametrization of dimension [15]
nβ = nθ − n2 = n(m + 2p) + mp.

(18)

This implies that, since the Jacobian J(θk ) has nθ columns,
it is rank deficient with a kernel of dimension (at least) n2 ,
and possibly higher.2 Therefore, the search direction (17) in the
damped Gauss–Newton case of λ = 0 is not uniquely defined.
In reaction to this, several authors have proposed the use of a
certain nθ − n2 dimensional minimal parametrization that is related to the full parametrization (2) via an affine transformation,
and that has been dubbed DDLC [1], [11], [15], [18], [23].
In this previous work, the key idea has been to identify the
set of systems parametrized by θ ∈ Rn θ that are input–output
equivalent. This can be efficiently described by a mapping
S(θ, T ) : Rn θ × Rn ×n → Rn θ that depends on an arbitrary invertible matrix T ∈ Rn ×n according to


vec{T −1 AT }
 vec{T −1 B} 




.
vec{CT
}
(19)
S(θ, T ) = 



 vec{D}


−1
vec{T K}
This mapping is clearly nonlinear with respect to T . However,
since for a given θ, S(θ, T ) viewed as a function of T is differ

n ×n

entiable with respect to T on Mn = {T ∈ R
: det(T ) > 0}
[11], a linear approximation applying locally for a perturbation
∆T around T = In may be derived as
S(θ, In + ∆T ) ≈ θ + Q vec{∆T }
where (⊗ is the Kronecker tensor product)

 T
A ⊗ In − In ⊗ A


B T ⊗ In






 ∂S(θ, T )
.


−In ⊗ C
Q=
=
−



T
vec{T } T =I n


m p×n 2


T
K ⊗ In

(22)

where the columns of P are chosen via, for example, a singular
value decomposition (SVD) or a QR factorization of Q in (21),
and satisfy the requirements
P T P = I,

P T Q = 0,

R(P ) ⊕ R(Q) = Rn θ . (23)



Here, R(Q) = {x : x = Qy for some y} is the column space of
Q and similarly for P .
Thus, according to the local parametrization (22), θ can only
move in directions that are a linear combination of the columns
of P , i.e., in directions P β. In this case, the (local to θk ) optimization problem (13) is replaced by
min e(θk ) + J(θk )P β2 .
β

(24)

Denoting a solution as q then, via (22), this implies a search
direction
θk (q) − θk (0) = θk + P q − θk = P q.

(25)

As explored by [1], [14], [18], a benefit of solving (24) is that
β typically has dimension n2 less than that of θ and it seems
reasonable to expect that the computational load is, therefore,
diminished. Indeed, the Jacobian matrix of e(θk + P β) with
respect to β, defined as

 ∂e(θk + P β) 

= J(θk )P
(26)
JDDLC (θk ) =

∂β
β =0

has n2 less columns than that of J(θk ). Substituting this relationship into (24) then implies that (24) may be expressed
as
min e(θk ) + JDDLC (θk )β2
(27)
β

(20)

with JDDLC (θk ) computed, in practice, via (9)–(12) with the
required derivatives of system matrices in (12) obtained via
(22) as
∂θ(β)
∂
=
(θ + P β) = Pi
(28)
∂βi
∂βi

(21)

with Pi denoting the ith column of P .
Therefore, according to the previous discussion, a Levenberg–
Marquardt or Gauss–Newton method may be used to solve (7)
by computing a search direction q as

This implies that a parameter space update in the search di

rection p = Q vec{∆T } for any ∆T will locally yield a system with equivalent input–output properties, and hence, an un-

q ∈ {d ∈ ∆ ⊆ Rn β : e(θk ) − JDDLC (θk )d2
¯ 2 , ∀d¯ ∈ ∆}
≤ e(θk ) − JDDLC (θk )d

(29)



2 The

details are not essential to the paper here, but depend on certain observability and controllability-type conditions on the system [A, B, C, D, K ]
implied by θ ∈ R n θ . See [15, Lemma 4] for details.

where nβ = rank(P ). This, in turn, is satisfied by any q that
solves
[JDDLC (θk )T JDDLC (θk ) + λI]q = −JDDLC (θk )T e(θk ). (30)
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V. RAPPROCHEMENT BETWEEN FULL AND DDLC
PARAMETRIZED SEARCH

Proof: Since S(θ, T ) parametrizes a system that is input–
output equivalent to that parametrized by θ, then:

Computing a search direction p via the solution of (17) or an
update direction q via solution of (30) is (relatively) straightforward in the Levenberg–Marquardt situation, since λ > 0 ensures
positive definiteness of the left-hand side coefficient matrix in
(17) and (30), and hence, the uniqueness of either p or q.
However, when a Gauss–Newton search strategy is employed
in which λ = 0, then this same coefficient matrix may well be
rank deficient. It will certainly be rank deficient in the situation
when p pertains to a fully parametrized search direction, or when
nonminimal system estimates occur.
The need to deal with this sort of rank deficiency is well
recognized in the general theory of gradient-based optimization. It is routinely handled [19, Ch. 10] by the employment
of a pseudoinverse [8, Sec. 5.5.3] of the possibly rank-deficient
coefficient matrix.
The most common implementation of this approach employs
an SVD of the Jacobian matrix since this allows a straightforward and computationally robust means to compute the pseudoinverse. To provide further detail on this point, define the
SVD of J(θ) as

 T 
V1
S
= U1 S1 V1T .
(31)
J(θ) = [U1 , U2 ] 1
  
V2T
     
U

e(θ) = e(S(θ, T )).

S

V

T

Concentrating for a moment on the full parametrization approach, the unique minimum two-norm solution [8] to (17) for
any value of λ ≥ 0 (i.e., both Levenberg–Marquardt and Gauss–
Newton methods) is given by (31) and

−1
p = −V1 S12 + λI
S1 U1T e(θ).

(32)

Therefore, differentiating both sides with respect to vec{T } at
the point T = In provides [recall the definition (21)] via the
SVD (31):

∂e(S(θ, T )) 
= J(θ)Q = U1 S1 V1T Q.
(37)
0=
∂ vec{T }T T =I n
Therefore, since U1 S1 is full rank:
V1T Q = 0.

JDDLC (θ) = Ū1 S̄1 V̄1T

(33)

that provides a minimum two-norm solution to (30) given by

−1
S̄1 Ū1T e(θ).
q = −V̄1 S̄12 + λI



JDDLC (θ) = U1 S1 V1T P
= U1 S1 RT P T P
= U1 S1 RT
that is, by definition, the (thin) SVD of JDDLC (θ). Therefore, q
obtained via
−1

S1 U1T e(θ)
(39)
q = −R S12 + λI
is the unique minimum two-norm solution to (30) for any λ ≥
0 [8, Th. 5.5.1]. Moreover, since P T V1 = P T P R = R, then
V1 = P R = P P T V1 and

−1
P q = − P P T V1 S12 + λI
S1 U1T e(θ)
  


= −V1 S12 + λI

−1

S1 U1T e(θ)

= p.


That this result implies θ-space equivalent search directions
follows by noting that the fully parametrized robust gradient
search update is, according to (14)
θk +1 = θk + αp

(40)

while the DDLC parametrized update is, according to (25):
(34)

Although the search directions p and q are obtained using different SVD’s (31) and (33) [associated with different Jacobian matrices J(θ) and JDDLC (θ)], the following Theorem establishes a
main point of this paper.
The θ-space search direction implied by the robust GBS (32)
and the DDLC parametrized robust GBS (34) are identical.
Theorem 5.1: Let Q be given by (21) and a corresponding
matrix P satisfy the equations in (23). Further, let p and q be
given by (32) and (34), respectively. Then:
p = P q.

(38)

Hence, for any z ∈ R(V1 ), it follows that z ∈ N (QT ) = {x :
QT x = 0}, which from (23) implies that z ∈ R(P ). Since z
was arbitrary, then R(V1 ) ⊆ R(P ).
Therefore, V1 = P R for some matrix R. Furthermore, since
P T P = I and V1T V1 = I, then I = V1T V1 = RT P T P R =
RT R. Therefore, from (26) and (31), it follows that

V1

In what follows, and consistent with the literature mentioned
earlier, p as computed via this method that accommodates rank
deficiency in the Jacobian J(θk ) will be termed “robust” GBS.
Moving to the DDLC parametrized case, the same robust
approach requires the SVD of the Jacobian matrix JDDLC (θ)
defined as

(36)

(35)

θk +1 = θk + αP q.

(41)

In relation to this, note that (26) allows (30) to be written as
P T [J(θk )T J(θk ) + λI]P q = −P T J(θk )T e(θk ).

(42)

Therefore, if p solves (17) and is in the column range space of
P so that for some q it holds that P q = p, then via (42), it is
straightforward that q satisfies (30).
The point of the preceding theorem is that for the particular
choice of p given by (32) (there are infinitely many when λ = 0),
p is, in fact, in the column range space of P , and for the particular
choice of q (again there may be infinitely many) given by (39),
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the relationship P q = p holds. That is, it establishes that when
using SVD’s to find minimal norm solutions to the perhaps
underdetermined equations (17) and (30), equivalent θ-space
search directions result.
It should be emphasized that these aspects of the relationship between GBS schemes employing the DDLC versus full
parametrization are implicit in the motivation and discussion
of previous work such as [14]–[16]. However, to the authors
knowledge, Theorem 5.1 is the first explicit analysis of the
search direction equivalence.

VI. EXTENDED GAUSS–NEWTON APPROACH
The arguments of the previous sections establish that, on the
one hand, the DDLC corresponds to a particular choice of singular value truncation when applying fully parametrized GBS,
and on the other hand, employing DDLC parametrizations in a
GBS context requires the computation of n2 fewer columns of
the Jacobian matrix, which can offer significant computational
savings.
In light of this, the remainder of this paper proposes and
profiles an extended approach whereby, in addition to using the
DDLC, further singular value truncations are chosen online and
adaptively in the interests of overall algorithm performance.
In particular with the notation that the diagonal entries of
S1 are denoted as an ordered sequence {s1 , . . . , sk } with
sm ≥ sm +1 , this paper proposes to adaptively truncate them
by restricting the singular value ratio sr /s1 (for some r ≤ k) to
some small value γ. More precisely, given γ, then r is chosen
as the smallest singular value satisfying sr ≥ s1 γ.
Moreover, this paper proposes that γ be changed online according to the size of the previous step length α according to the
following reasoning. If α is small, say α < 0.55 (corresponding
to five bisections of the step length), then this is likely to imply
that the local linear approximation of e(θ) is poor. Therefore,
the singular value ratio should be increased (i.e., increase γ) so
as to focus only on dominating directions. Vice versa, if α = 1
on the previous iteration, then the local linear approximation
is likely to be accurate. This implies that it is worthwhile including search directions additional to dominating ones. Hence,
γ should be decreased so that more singular values and corresponding directions are considered.
The precise details of how this paper proposes these ideas
be implemented are encapsulated in the following algorithm
definition, which broadly speaking, is structured in a similar
manner to standard gradient-based line search algorithms.
1) In a first stage, the search direction is computed, which
combines the singular value ratio selection with the computationally efficient DDLC parametrization as outlined
in Section IV. In addition to this, a regularization term
may be employed to ensure that a descent direction is
generated.
2) In a second stage, the bisection line search strategy is used
to make sufficient progress along this search direction, and
depending on the progress made, the dynamic singular
value ratio is modified accordingly.

Algorithm 1: Enhanced Gauss–Newton based search for
DDLC parametrized system estimates
Given an initial guess θ0 ∈ Θ, initialize parameters
β ∈ (0, 1/2),
γ ∈ (0, 1],

ηmin > 0,
αm in > 0,

ν ∈ (0, 1),
>0

η = 0,
k = 0.

Compute descent direction:
1) Compute a matrix Pk that satisfies the requirements in
(23) for θk .
2) Compute the PE vector e(θk ), its Jacobian JDDLC (θk ) and
the gradient


T
gk = JDDLC
(θk )e(θk ).

3) Compute the SVD
JDDLC (θk ) = U SV T .

(43)

4) Let {s1 , . . . , sm } be the ordered singular values from S
such that si ≥ si+1 .
5) Perform the following.
a) Find the index r of the smallest singular value that
satisfies (sr + η) ≥ γ(s1 + η); let Ur , Vr be the
first r columns of U and V , respectively, and set Sr
as a diagonal matrix:


η
η

Sr = diag s1 + , . . . , sr +
.
s1
sr
b) Compute a search direction qk as
qk = −Vr Sr−1 UrT e(θk ).

(44)

−qkT gk ≥ νqk gk 

(45)

c) If

then go to step 6.
d) If γ > , then let γ → max{ , 0.25γ}, otherwise
let η → max{ηm in , 2η}.
e) Go to step 5a.
Compute step length:
6) Initialize the step length α = 1 and perform the following: while VN (θk + αPk qk ) ≥ VN (θk ) + αβqkT gk , then
update
α → 0.5α.
7) If α = 1, then update
γ → max{ , 0.25γ},

η → η/2.

8) If α ≤ αm in , then update γ → min{1, 2γ}.
9) Set θk +1 = θk + αPk qk .
10) Check termination conditions:
if
 T
−1
(θk )JDDLC (θk ) + I
gk ≤
gkT JDDLC
then stop.
Otherwise update k → k + 1 and go to step 1.
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Steps 5a–5e are designed to ensure that the search direction
qk is not moving tangential to the cost contour, i.e., the search
direction qk and gradient gk are not orthogonal with each other.
This, in turn, ensures that the algorithm can make progress in
direction qk . More specifically, the mechanism used to ensure
this can be explained as follows.
1) In the first (default) case, γ is reduced by a constant factor
(1/4) at each iteration in the interests of increasing the
allowed condition number of the Jacobian matrix, thus
including more “singular-value directions” in qk . This is
repeated a finite number of times until γ ≤ at which
point an alternative strategy is invoked. Note that without
making further assumptions on the condition number of
JDDLC , there is no guarantee of satisfying (45) using this
strategy alone.
2) In the alternative (fallback) case, a regularization term
η (initially set to ηm in > 0) is included so that qk now
satisfies [cf. (44)]

 T
JDDLC (θk )JDDLC (θk ) + ηI qk = −gk .

(46)

In this case, the algorithm increases η (by a factor of 2) at
each iteration in the hope of satisfying (45).
In terms of making progress, the aforementioned algorithm
will continue to decrease the cost function VN until the gradient vector gk is close to zero (see step 10), which indicates that θk is close to a stationary point. The fact that Algorithm 1 finds such a point is established in the following
theorem.
Theorem 6.1: Assuming that VN (θ) is continuously differentiable and Lipschitz continuous on Θ ∈ Rn θ , then Algorithm 1
generates iterates θk such that corresponding gradient vectors
gk tend to zero, i.e.,
lim gk = 0.

k →∞

Proof: Lemma A.1 shows that for each iteration of Algorithm
1, the search direction qk will satisfy (45). Also, [5, Th. 6.3.2]
shows that there exists a step length α ∈ (0, 1] that satisfies
the Wolfe condition VN (θk + αPk qk ) ≥ VN (θk ) + αβqkT gk .
Therefore, immediate application of [5, Th. 6.3.3] establishes
that limk →∞ gk = 0.

While it is reassuring that Algorithm 1 converges, this does
not illustrate the utility of employing a dynamic rank determination strategy as outlined earlier. In fact, the aforementioned
theorem does not depend on this feature at all. However, it is essential to demonstrate the overall performance of Algorithm 1,
and with this in mind, an empirical study of its performance
relative to existing approaches forms the remainder of this
paper.
Note that a related approach wherein Jacobian rank is determined by a fixed threshold on the smallest singular value
(as opposed the adaptive numerical conditioning threshold proposed above) is briefly studied in [16], which appears to be the
only previous work related to Algorithm 1.
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VII. EMPIRICAL STUDY
This section is devoted to profiling the performance of the
proposed recursive Gauss–Newton (rGN) multivariable estimation Algorithm 1 across a range of estimation problems.
For this purpose, it is compared to the GBS routine available in the pem.m function provided in the Matlab (release
2006b) System Identification Toolbox Version 6.0 (SIT6). It
is also examined relative to an expectation-maximization (EM)
algorithm developed in [7]. In addition, for the two gradientbased algorithms rGN and GBS, we also consider two different
parametrizations, namely the DDLC one described in Section IV
and the separable-least-squares DDLC (slsDDLC) parametrization detailed in [20].
This implies five different algorithm/parametrization combinations as listed as follows.
1) Robust Gauss–Newton Algorithm 1, using the DDLC
parametrization. This is denoted as rGN-DDLC.
2) Robust Gauss-Newton Algorithm 1, but modified to incorporate the slsDDLC parametrization. This is denoted
as rGN-slsDDLC.
3) GBS as implemented in the SIT6 pem.m function and using
the DDLC parametrization of Section IV. This is denoted
as GBS-DDLC.
4) GBS implemented via SIT6 pem.m and using slsDDLC
parametrization implemented via the software [3]. This is
denoted as GBS-slsDDLC.
5) Expectation maximization denoted as EM.
Although this paper is primarily concerned with providing multivariable estimates, the profiling begins by considering singleinput single-output (SISO) systems. The rationale is that by
illustrating the dividends of Algorithm 1 even in the relatively
simple SISO case where it might otherwise be thought unnecessary, the main theme of the importance of adaptive Jacobian
subspace dimension is underlined.
In order to cover a broad class of problems, Monte–Carlo
analysis is employed that involves 500 runs over randomly chosen third-order SISO systems in the form of (1) using different
input and noise realizations for each run. Furthermore, each
run involves N = 500 samples of the input signal and measurement noise, which were generated according to ut ∼ N (0, 1),
vt ∼ N (0, 0.01).
Within this set of simulations signified by S1, the initialization
of θ0 was performed both by initial deployment of an N4SID
subspace estimation algorithm (denoted as case S1a) and also by
simply using a random value (denoted as case S1b). This latter
situation is included in order to study robustness to initial value
and robustness against capture in local minima. All methods
were run for 200 iterations.
Table I profiles the performance of the five algorithms listed
earlier by showing the number of failures for each of them,
where a failure is defined to be a situation in which
e(θ) > 1.3
2

N


vt 2 .

(47)

t=1

Considering the relative failure rates by this criterion shown in
columns S1a and S1b of Table I, this initial study illustrates
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TABLE I
NUMBER OF FAILURES FOR DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS (ROWS) UNDER
DIFFERENTCONDITIONS (COLUMNS)

that with good initialization, all five algorithms offer equivalent
performance, while for poor initialization, the EM appears to
be the most robust and the rGN outperforms GBS using both
DDLC and slsDDLC parametrizations.
Further, Monte–Carlo-based simulation study with input, output, and state dimensions increased to m = 2, p = 2, and n = 8,
and all other parameters as in the previous SISO case was also
performed. The results, denoted as S2 with epithets a and b according to N4SID and random initialization are also presented
in Table I.
Again considering relative failure rates, this provides clear
evidence that the SISO-evidenced conclusions, in terms of enhanced robustness of Algorithm 1, apply (it seems with greater
emphasis) in the multivariable situation that has been the main
impetus for this paper.
Finally, the input, output, and state dimensions were increased
to to m = 3, p = 3, and n = 18. The Monte–Carlo results for
this case are denoted as S3 (a and b for N4SID and random
initialization) in Table I. The very high failure rates in this case
for some algorithms in comparison to the quite low rate for
the rGN-DDLC underlines the effectiveness, in a multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) setting, of Algorithm 1.
In particular, note that column S3a in Table I indicates that,
for a higher dimensional system (18 state, three inputs/outputs),
and even for a “good” N4SID initialization, use of Algorithm
1 may substantially reduce the failure rate compared (for example) with the GBS-DDLC. It is perhaps worth noting that
Table I illustrates that the EM algorithm [7] also offers a robust
approach.
While the systems under study in Table I were all chosen
randomly, the work in [20] on the slsDDLC parametrization
for the GBS has proposed a series of eight specific two-output
autoregressive moving average (ARMA) test examples.
The systems are of the form (1) (but with B and D removed)
where the state dimensions are 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, and
16. These will be denoted by M1 ,M2 , . . . , M8 here. Furthermore, [20] proposes parameter initializations for each of the
eight systems denoted as “close” and “far” from the true parameter values according to random perturbations with a particular
variance.
The methods 1–5 profiled in Table I were applied to these
ARMA systems proposed in [20]. Tables II and III show the
number of failures for each of the eight models for “close” and
“far” initial estimates, respectively. One hundred Monte–Carlo
runs were conducted. The results further evidence the robustness
of the rGN-DDLC approach proposed here.

TABLE II
NUMBER OF FAILURES FOR DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS (ROWS) AND FOR
DIFFERENT MODELS (COLUMNS) WHEN USING “CLOSE” INITIAL ESTIMATES

TABLE III
NUMBER OF FAILURES FOR DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS (ROWS) AND FOR
DIFFERENT MODELS (COLUMNS) WHEN USING “FAR” INITIAL ESTIMATES

Fig. 1.

Average cost at each iteration for S1b experiment.

Finally, while the empirical study has so far focused on failure
or otherwise according to the final cost criterion (47), the rate of
convergence is also of practical significance. In consideration
of this, a comparison was made between rGN-DDLC and GBSDDLC algorithms by averaging the evolution of e(θk )2 over
all 500 Monte–Carlo runs profiled in Table I after failure runs
are censored.
The results are illustrated in Figs. 1–3. Note that only the
case of random initialization is presented, but results for N4SID
derived initializations are similar. Furthermore, note that only
two of the five algorithms considered in Table I are profiled,
namely Algorithm 1 rGN-DDLC and the next fastest converging
method SIT6 pem.m denoted as GBS-DDLC.
Clearly, this evidence indicates that the enhanced robustness
illustrated in Tables I–III of the rGN-DDLC method proposed in
this paper is not at the expense of convergence rate. For example,
for the eight-state two-input, two-output systems profiled in
Fig. 2, the rGN-DDLC method of this paper is illustrated to
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this observation has led to the development of a new algorithm
wherein (effective) Jacobian rank is adaptively modulated not
according to model structure, but according to inferences on the
local performance of ensuing search directions.
At the same time, since the chosen rank is necessarily less than
that considered by DDLC methods, and since this parametrization implies computational cost savings, the final algorithm proposed here is a hybrid that employs a DDLC parametrization in
a first step.
Readers wishing to assess the methods proposed in this paper
are invited to visit http://sigpromu.org to download a MATLAB
implementation provided as part of a general system identification toolbox.
APPENDIX

Fig. 2.

Average cost at each iteration for S2b experiment.

Lemma A.1: There exists a finite positive integer such that
the search direction qk obtained via (44), i.e.,
 T
−1
qk = − JDDLC
(θk )JDDLC (θk ) + 2 ηmin I
gk
(48)
satisfies (45).
Proof: For pedagogical reasons, we drop the subscript k.
Define the function f (η) as [cf. (45)]


f (η) =

g T Mη g
−q T g
=
1/2
qg
g T Mη2 g
g

(49)





Mη = [H + ηI]−1 ,

T
H = JDDLC
(θ)JDDLC (θ).

(50)

If there exists η ∗ such that f (η ∗ ) = ν and f (η) > ν for all


Fig. 3.

Average cost at each iteration for S3b experiment.

converge to the minimum cost in (on average) less than half the
number of iterations of the nearest competitor GBS-DDLC.
VIII. CONCLUSION
When employing the GBS for a wide class of optimization
problems, it is standard to assess Jacobian rank and employ
a pseudoinverse when necessary in the computation of search
direction. This procedure is commonly termed “robust” GBS.
This paper has established that, when considering the optimization problems implied by the PE estimation of multivariable
systems, the recently proposed DDLC parametrization delivers
GBS directions, and hence, final estimates that are identical to
those provided by the aforementioned and more standard robust
GBS technique.
That is, DDLC methods can be viewed as a special case
of robust approaches wherein Jacobian rank is fixed according
to the nature of the underlying model structure. In this paper,

η > η ∗ , then = log2 (η ∗ /ηm in ) will satisfy (45) via (48). To
show that such an η ∗ exists, we will show that limη →∞ f (η) = 1
and that f (η) is a monotonically increasing function, hence via
the intermediate value theorem since ν ∈ (0, 1), then f (η ∗ ) = ν
for some η ∗ ∈ (f (ηm in ), ∞). In terms of the limit, it follows that

−1
g T η1 H + I g
lim f (η) = lim  
−2 1/2
η →∞
η →∞
g T η1 H + I
g
=

gT g
= 1.
gg

In terms of showing that f (η) is monotonically increasing, it
suffices to show that its derivative with respect to η is positive.
The derivative is given by
f  (η) =

(g T Mη g)(g T Mη3 g) − (g T Mη2 g)2
q3 g

(51)

and since q3 g > 0, it suffices to show that the numerator
of (51) is positive. Since Mη is positive definite and symmet

1/2



3/2

ric, we may define x = Mη g and y = Mη g, in which case
(xT y)2 ≤ x2 y2 via the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality.
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